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1. Introduction

Recently, Chang proposed a practical three-party
key exchange (C-3PEKE) protocol with round effi-
ciency [1]. It allows two parties A and B to share an
easy-to-remember password with a trusted server S.
S acts as a coordinator between two communication
parties to complete mutual authentication. Once au-
thentication is achieved, two parties can share a ses-
sion key to encrypt and decrypt their communication.
A practical 3PEKE protocol should comply with the
following requirements [1]:

(1) The session key should be agreed by the com-
munication parties instead of being assigned by the
server directly.

(2) Except the password, no extra secret informa-
tion should be needed - the public key for example.

(3) The server has to authenticate both communi-
cation parties.

(4) Computation and round efficiencies should be
provided at the same time.
Password guessing attacks can be divided into three
classes: (1) detectable on-line password guessing at-
tacks, (2) undetectable on-line password guessing at-
tacks, and (3) off-line password guessing attacks.
Among the three classes, off-line password guessing
attacks are the most critical ones [2, 3]. Chang had
shown that C-3PEKE not only meets all above re-
quirements, but also withstands the three attacks. As
a result, C-3PEKE is a practical three-party key ex-
change protocol with round efficiency. It is superior
to others [1]. However, the authors shall show that

C-3PEKE suffers from off-line password guessing at-
tacks. We will show it in Section 3.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We
review C-3PEKE in Section 2. In Section 3, we show
our off-line password guessing attacks on C-3PEKE.
Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. A Review of C-3PEKE

In this section, we review Chang’s practical
three-party key exchange (C-3PEKE) protocol. The
notations used throughout this paper are listed in Ta-
ble 1. The details of C-3PEKE are given as follows:

Step 1: A sends (IDA, IDB , NA) to S as re-
quest.

Step 2: After receiving A’s request, S computes
KAS=NA

RS1 modp=gRS1RAmodp. Then, S sends
(IDA, NA, E3PA

(NS1 ), E3PB
(NS2 ), fKAS

(IDA,
IDB , NA)) to B.

Step 3: Upon receiving S’s message, B first de-
crypts E3PB

(NS2 ) using his/her password PB to get
NS2 . Then B computes KBS=NS2

RB modp=
=gRS2RB modp and
KAB=NA

RB modp=gRARB modp. Next, B sends (IDB ,
NB , E3PA

(NS1 ), fKAS
(IDA, IDB , NA), fKAB

(IDA,
IDB , NA), fKBS

(IDA, IDB , NS2 )) to A.
Step 4: Upon receiving the message, A first

decrypts E3PA
(NS1 ) using PA to get NS1 . Then

A computes KAS=NS1
RAmodp=gRS1RAmodp and

KAB=NB
RAmodp=gRARB modp. Firstly, A uses KAS

to compute fKAS
(IDA, IDB , NA) and verifies if the

computation result is equal to the received one. If it
is correct, A believes that he/she is communicating
with a legitimate S; otherwise, A regards S illegal
and terminates the protocol. Secondly, A uses KAB

to compute fKAB
(IDA, IDB , NA) and verifies if the
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Table 1. The Notations

Notations Description
A, B communication parties

S the trusted server
IDA/IDB /IDS the identity of A/B/S

PA/PB the password securely shared by A/B with S
E3P () a symmetric encryption scheme with a password P

p a large prime
g an element of order q with modulus p
G a finite cyclic group generated by g in Zp

RA/RB the random exponents chosen by A/B
RS1 , RS2 two random exponents chosen by S
NA, NB NA=gRA modp, NB=gRB modp
NS1 , NS2 NS1=gRS1 modp, NS2=gRS2 modp

fK (·) a pseudo-random function (PRF) indexed by K
KAS /KBS a one-time strong key shared by A/B and S

KAB a session key shared by A and B

computation result is equal to the received one. If it is
correct, A believes that he/she is communicating with
a legitimate B; otherwise, A regards B illegal and ter-
minates the protocol. After authenticating S and B,
A sends (IDA, IDB , NB , fKAS

(IDA, IDB , NS1 ),
fKBS

(IDA, IDB , NS2 ), fKAB
(IDA, IDB , NB)) to

S.
Step 5: Upon receiving the message, S com-

putes KBS=NB
RS2 modp=gRS2RB modp. Firstly, S

uses KAS to compute fKAS
(IDA, IDB , NS1 ) and

verifies if the computation result is equal to the re-
ceived one. If it is correct, S believes that he/she
is communicating with a legitimate A; otherwise, S
regards A illegal and terminates the protocol. Sec-
ondly, S uses KBS to compute fKBS

(IDA, IDB ,
NS2 ) and verifies if the computation result is equal
to the received one. If it is correct, S believes that
he/she is communicating with a legitimate B; other-
wise, S regards B illegal and terminates the proto-
col. After authenticating A and B, S sends (IDA,
fKAB

(IDA, IDB , NB), fKBS
(IDA, IDB , NB)) to

B. After receiving the message, B uses KBS to com-
pute fKBS

(IDA, IDB , NB) and verifies if the com-
putation result is equal to the received one. If it is cor-
rect, B believes that he/she is communicating with a
legitimate S; otherwise, B regards S illegal and ter-
minates the protocol. Next, B uses KAB to compute
fKAB

(IDA, IDB , NB) and verifies if the computa-
tion result is equal to the received one. If it is correct,
B believes that he/she is communicating with a legiti-
mate A; otherwise, B regards A illegal and terminates
the protocol.

Finally, A and B can share the session key KAB

to encrypt and decrypt their communicated messages.

3. Off-line Password Guessing Attacks on C-3PEKE

In this section, we shall show that Chang’s
3PEKE is not robust enough against off-line pass-
word guessing attacks from an evil E. An evil E can
intercept transmitted messages from public channel
and then break password by playing off-line guessing
attacks. E can guess a password P ′ until the guess-
ing password P ′ is equal to the correct password P .
Otherwise, E repeatedly guesses a new P ′ off-line.
Suppose that E tends to get A’s password PA. How
C-3PEKE suffers from off-line password guessing at-
tacks is given as follows:

Step 1: E wiretaps that parties A and B commu-
nicate with S. E can intercept IDA and IDB .

Step 2: E forges A communicate with S. He/she
chooses a new random number R′

A and computes
N ′

A=gR′
Amodp. Then E forges A to send (IDA,

IDB , N ′
A) to S.

Step 3: After receiving E’s request, S computes
KAS=N ′

A
RS1 modp=gRS1R′

Amodp. Then, S sends
(IDA, N ′

A, E3PA
(NS1 ), E3PB

(NS2 ), fKAS
(IDA,

IDB , N ′
A)) to B. Since E wiretaps their com-

munications, he/she can intercept E3PA
(NS1 ) and

fKAS
(IDA, IDB , N ′

A).
Step 4: Once E intercepts E3PA

(NS1 ) and
fKAS

(IDA, IDB , N ′
A), he/she can play off-line

guessing attacks.
In the following, why this attack works is demon-

strated. E guesses a password P ′. He/She first de-
crypts E3PA

(NS1 ) using P ′. If P ′=PA, he/she can
get NS1 . Then E can compute KAS=NS1

R′
Amodp=

=gRS1R′
Amodp. Next, E computes fKAS

(IDA, IDB ,
N ′

A) and verifies if the computation result is equal to
the intercepted one. If it is correct, E believes that
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he/she had guessed a correct password PA; otherwise, 
E repeatedly guesses a new P’ off-line till E can guess 
a correct password PA. In the same way, E can get B’s 
password PB. Therefore, C-3PEKE suffers from off-
line password guessing attacks. C-3PEKE is insecure.  

4. Conclusions  

Chang had proposed a secure, efficient, and prac-
tical three-party key exchange protocol. However, this 
paper had shown that her scheme suffers from off-line 
password guessing attacks.  
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